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Kethric Wilcox Author, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Darkness, fear, and power
stalk the wilds of coastal Maine. Kieran Belle has brought his
boyfriend, Cory Cooper, home to meet his father s side of the
family, the secretive Oisin Clan. Descendants of the most
powerful of the ancient Silver mages, the head of the Oisin is
known as the Silver Witch. Plots are not reserved for the bad
guys alone. Unknown to Kieran and Cory, Grandpa Oisin the
current Silver Witch, and even Kieran s own father are plotting
to use them to fulfill an ancient prophecy, and bring forth the
Silver Hunter. Outside the seeming safety of the Oisin
compound, the dark forces lead by the mysterious Ebony
mage known only as the Master and a dark Alpha shifter plot
to destroy the House of Beauty and break the ancient spell
binding shifters to one animal form. Kieran and Cory s love is
threatened from within as they struggle for either balance or
dominance in their relationship. Will prophecy or fear rip these
two star-crossed lovers apart, or will their enemies rip them...
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This ebook is great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily will get a satisfaction
of reading through a composed pdf.
-- B r enda n Doyle-- B r enda n Doyle

Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any writer. This is for all those who statte that there was not a well worth
reading through. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to find out.
-- Dom inique Huel-- Dom inique Huel
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